
MYTHICAL
MAGIC
With splendid architecture, fi ve bars over two fl oors, and three 
of Sydney’s hottest bartenders pouring an extensive range of 
premium spirits and seasonal cocktails; the Argyle really is a 
bar of mythical proportions.

BY KATE CARROLL.
PHOTOGRAPHY BY GEORGE PHILIPPOU.
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fashionista

T
he Argyle is the name of a 

mythical beast or at least that’s 

what the bar’s Promotions 

Manager, Phil Simmonds, tells me one 

chilly Thursday morning. He’s not sure 

what kind of mythical beast exactly 

but if the bar’s logo is anything to go 

by, it’s a crowned sheep with wings. 

There it is emblazoned on a bright 

red sign, daring me to join in its 

mythical domain as I make my way 

up the historical Argyle Street. And 

as I pass under a giant archway into a 

heritage cobblestone courtyard, I can’t 

help but think it’s the perfect symbol 

for this place – the Australian Wool 

story meets a touch of the mystical. 

Larger than life with a capacity 

of 1500, the Argyle is made up of a 

spacious courtyard bar, a downstairs 

bar with daybeds and booths, and 

three exclusive cocktail bars upstairs. 

The historical charms of yesteryear – 

sandstone feature walls and exposed 

timber beams the size of tree trunks 

– mix and mingle with contemporary 

delights such as Italian lighting and a 

swish unisex bathroom.

Indoors, hanging high above the 

entrance is an abstract display of 

twisted lights that dance across the 

room towards the sandstone bar 

like tinsel clad fairies. And it’s from 

here, suspended in a glass booth that 

resident DJ, Kate Monroe, mixes her 

blend of soulful tunes each Friday 

night to a full house of corporate 

guests and weekend revellers alike.

‘’It is designed so you can socialise 

throughout the whole venue without 

being drowned out by music,’”says 

Venue Manager, Dave Thomas. ‘It’s a 

funky, stylish, sexy mix of music.”

And every now and then the 

venue plays host to some DJs  

from further a field, after signing a 

two-year contract with The Ministry 

of Sound.
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She wears dress by Fleur 

Wood from Paris Texas 
RRP $429 

this page
She wears a dress by 

Sumakhi from Paris Texas 
RRP $275, and drinks  

a Powder Keg
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The lower ground is also a perfect 

place for a corporate or birthday lunch, 

with bookable booths that seat around 

20 people, and lazy red daybeds, 

which can be put outside on a 

pleasant spring day. The contemporary 

Australian menu is broken up into 

cheeky bite size headings – “bite me, 

entice me, fill me, indulge me, share 

me”, it demands. And peckish night 

owls are invited to do so until the wee 

hours of the morning.

According to Dave, the dipping 

stands and sharing platters are firm 

favourites, playing second fiddle only 

to ‘The Argyle’, a club sandwich that 

has to be seen to be believed. 

From here it’s up, up, up… upstairs, 

upscale, up market. Here you come 

face to face with the DJ and her 

playground of twinkling lights, and 

if you’re lucky enough there’s three 

exclusive bars to choose from. First 

is the Lounge Bar, with high-end 

cocktails and spirits and an eclectic 

mix of caramel furniture. Then for 

premium cocktails and an array of 

hand-picked spirits there’s Perch Bar, 

where leading mixologists stir up an 

extensive seasonal selection.

“If there’s a top-end spirit, it’s most 

likely we’ll have it here,” says Dave.

In the warm glow of the Lava Bar, 

an exclusive VIP Room for guests 

of management, leading mixologist 

Loy Catada shows me some treats 

from his behind the bar collection. 

Highlights include a Jose Cuervo 

In the Lava 
Bar, VIPs and 
celebrities are 
attended to by 
the country’s 
top flair 
bartenders at a 
bar made from 
what Dave 
calls “one big 
lava lamp”.
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Reserva de la Familia tequila, Pappy Van 

Winkle’s Family Reserve Whiskey and a 

range of Tamborine Mountain liqueurs in 

unusual fl avours like Lavender, Ginger and 

Lemon Myrtle.

The cocktail list changes each season, 

with the spring menu featuring a new 

Bavarian beer cocktail, along with some 

“nice champagne cocktails”. 

“We look at what fresh fruits are in the 

market,” says Loy. 

Here, in the Lava Bar, VIPs and celebrities 

are attended to by the country’s top fl air 

bartenders at a bar made from what Dave 

calls “one big lava lamp”.

“They (the bartenders) come out and 

meet and greet you and sit you down… it’s a 

very special service,” says Dave.

But despite its exclusive fl ourishes - 

hand-blown urns, spacey urinal pods, and 

booths with personal plasmas, The Argyle 

really is a bar of the people. Let’s face it, 

with a capacity of 1500 it has to be. And so 

this is one place us earthlings can go for our 

own slice of mythology.  b&c

the argyle, argyle street, the rocks, 

tel: +61 (0)2 9247 5500, www.theargyle.biz
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She wears a dress by Coercion

from Paris Texas RRP $198,
and drinks a Reiby Slush
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She wears a dress by

Fleur Wood from Paris Texas
RRP $429, and drinks an 1881 

Bartender: Loy Catada 
pouring a Stolichnaya Vespa

the DetaiLs
paris texas

729 Bourke Street, 
Surry Hills, Sydney,

Tel: +61 (0)2 9319 2709 

Hair and make-up by
natashashae_donnely@yahoo.com.au

Cocktails by Loy Catada,
The Argyle, Sydney
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